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1 O.L. Smith, 'Medieval and Renaissance commentaries in Greek on classical Greek texts', C&M 47 (1996) 4 There is a large bibliography on this theme, which I omit to save space for the argument at hand.
Most ancient Greek literature that survives in the original was preserved by the Byzantines, barring texts found on papyrus and inscriptions. The purpose of this paper is to uncover the factors behind the selective transmission of ancient Greek historiography in Byzantium: why do we have the texts that we have? Certainly, a selective process was at work during antiquity itself, so that when Byzantine factors kicked in the corpus was neither 'complete' nor uniformly valorized. Choices and 'market forces' exerted during the Roman empire constrained and shaped the selection process in Byzantium. We shall consider this background where possible, but my focus will be on the Byzantine role, which was crucial in shaping the corpus that we have. Yet it has received little attention and some even imagine 'our cherished texts as having survived in "cold storage" between late antiquity and the Renaissance'; 1 or 'as if cultural goods existed in a sort of strong box, separated from the process by which one appropriates them'.
2 Byzantium does not appear in standard or introductory discussions of ancient Greek historiography. 3 I will argue that the survival of texts was neither random nor a given and can partly be explained by reference to identifiable Byzantine interests.
The corpus promotes Byzantine interests precisely enough that a heuristic case can be made for reversing the normal relationship between classical and Byzantine historiography: instead of viewing the latter as a continuation of the former, the classical corpus may be viewed as a preface to the Byzantine one, shaped by processes of selection to play precisely that role. In many ways, it is the Byzantine historiographical corpus that explains the classical one, as later generations generally reshape the memory of the past to suit their own interests, which affects our access to earlier layers.
There are several (mostly palaeographical) studies of the survival of specific authors through Byzantium, which sometimes attempt to explicate the factors behind it. 5 But the latter rarely amount to more than the interests of a specific patron or writer who can be associated with a specific manuscript or, failing that, with an ancient text generally (perhaps because he cites it or refers to its author). These chance associations were but moments in a long history and do not reveal the structural aspects of Byzantine intellectual life. The present article will concentrate on broader factors in order to supplement general studies of the mechanisms and institutions behind the survival of Greek literature, such as the schools and libraries of the late Roman and Byzantine periods. 6 These studies tend to consider survival as a formal process independent of the actual content of the works in question and, when it comes to historiography, they concentrate on the 'classical' authors (Herodotos, Thucydides and Xenophon), not the corpus of historiography as a whole. That corpus, I argue, was constituted in its present form by Byzantine intellectual needs and interests, which were not all classroom-oriented. Also, arguments that focus on war and fire (which certainly played a role) are better at explaining loss through random factors than survival through selective ones. 7 It is not as if the Byzantines set out to keep everything but lost items along the way. Finally, most existing studies tend to focus on the survival of poetry rather than prose.
I have chosen historiography because it is a genre for which, I believe, we can show how Byzantine choices shaped its selective survival. Jacoby's list of lost historians runs to over 850 names. He was inclusive in what he regarded as a historian, yet 'of that vast historical literature only the tiniest portion has come down to us', 8 according to one estimate, 2%. 9 A great deal had certainly fallen by the wayside by the later Roman period, but, even so, much more survived than we have now. Beyond that point, I will argue that our small surviving portion is not a random sample but reflects Byzantine priorities. We must become more self-conscious about the latter.
I will begin by exposing broad similarities between the Byzantine view of history, as found in original Byzantine works, and the surviving corpus of Greek historiography. I will then discuss specific aspects of the process of selection, as far as we can reconstruct it. The Byzantines' view of history had a relatively fixed set of focal points. I will survey them and their genres as they evolved down to 1204, by which point most developments pertaining to the classical corpus had taken place. Byzantinists may find this summary elementary, but it is not meant for them.
The people we call Byzantines were in fact Romans, simply a later phase in the history of the Roman people, and their empire was the direct continuation of ancient Rome. Many of their historians even traced their history back to Troy via Aeneas. At the same time, the Byzantines were also Christians. Their history as a religious community was extensionally identical with their history as Romans ever since Constantine, the first Christian emperor. Between the reigns of Augustus and Constantine, Roman and Christian history shared the same physical space but followed parallel tracks. The reign of Augustus specifically had witnessed two events of decisive importance for the Byzantines' view of history, who were not unmoved by their coincidence: the Incarnation (and so the beginning of Christian history proper) and the final regime-change experienced by the Roman polity, this time into a monarchy whose history extended to the Byzantine present. Before the Incarnation, the history of the Christian community was symbolically prefigured in the history of the Jews in the Old Testament. This meant that the Byzantines inherited a tradition of defending Jewish history against competing claims by other cultures whose antiquities were prestigious in the Roman market of ideas, especially Egypt and Greece. 10 These were the main focal points. Now let us survey the genres that presented this history. The history of these genres falls into two periods, the first being, at least from a literary point of view, a relatively stable one stretching from Constantine to the Islamic conquests (called either late antique or early Byzantine), followed by a more evolutionary phase from the eighth century on.
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Early Byzantine historiography is characterized by three main genres: 'classicizing' military-political histories; ecclesiastical history; and world chronicles. The aim of the first was to recount, in a detailed way that relied on the models established by Herodotos and Thucydides, the wars and politics of a set period. Ecclesiastical history was inaugurated by Eusebios of Caesarea, whose work begins by bridging the gap between the Old and New Testaments and then traces the history of the Church within the empire. His successors extended that history to their own times but were increasingly (and self-consciously) forced to include more secular history, as Christian and Roman history had now fused.
As for the world chronicle, one of the goals of its Christian version (there were pagan ones too) was to coordinate, starting with the Creation and within the framework of the Old Testament narrative, the early history of the peoples of the Near East, especially the ones that were culturally prestigious (such as the Greek legends, mostly Euhemerized, and foundation stories) and those that were featured in the Bible and had chronologically helpful records (for example, Egypt). These works, and their middle Byzantine adaptations, display almost no interest in the later history of the Greek city-states, being more interested in the Persian empire, which was the context for much of the sacred history of the Old Testament. They were also uninterested in the Hellenistic era, with the exception of the (alleged) Ptolemaic patronage of the Septuagint and the Seleucid role in the Maccabee revolt.
12 They do, however, cover the history of Rome, from the Trojan refugees onward. Some chronicles, when they reached recent history, became summaries of the reigns of the Roman emperors. After all, by some point in their narratives of the Hellenistic period, the various strands of their story were reduced to two, i.e., Roman and sacred history, and those too entered closely parallel tracks in the reign of Augustus and then fused under Constantine into one narrative (that we call Byzantine). From the perspective of these works, Moses could be considered the first historian and Dares of Phrygia the first pagan historian, followed by Herodotos and the mythographers.
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In the middle Byzantine period, the chronicle genre exhibited the same biases in its coverage of ancient history, though the same material was reworked in different ways by individual authors. Compare, for example, the chronological coordination and precision attempted by Georgios Synkellos (ca. 800) to the stream-of-consciousness storytelling and moralizing of Georgios the Monk (ca. 875). In the 12th century, two Romano-centric general histories were produced, by Ioannes Zonaras and Konstantinos Manasses, whose coverage of Rome is prefaced by the usual material from the Old Testament and Greek myth with minimal or no coverage of the Classical Greek and Hellenistic periods, the latter again not focused on the Macedonian kingdoms. They share a bias in terms of coverage even though they are literarily quite different: Zonaras' is a huge and severe 18-book narrative while Manasses' is condensed, exciting and in verse. In their secular coverage, Byzantine chronicles avoid the middle Republic and focus on moments of regime-change, namely from the kings to the consuls and from the consuls to the triumvirs and then emperors. Psellos explains his jump from 'Publius Valerius' to Julius Caesar by stating that the consular government did not provide exemplars of extended personal rule (he was writing his history to give Michael VII advice on how to rule).
14 Manasses also does not cover the Republic. Zonaras does cover it, but when he reaches 146 BC he admits that, in his island exile, he could find no books to bridge the gap to Sulla.
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The other main genre of middle Byzantine historiography we may call 'imperial biography' as it focuses on the reigns of individual emperors, whether to praise or condemn them. These politicized works became increasingly more detailed so that they came to revive the modes of classicizing historiography (speeches, detailed military narratives, attempts to find causes and even some ethnography).
Those were the main genres of Byzantine historiography and the periods that they covered. Let us consider now what has survived of ancient Greek historiography. We have the following complete texts: Herodotos, Thucydides, all the works of Xenophon, Josephos, Arrian's Anabasis (but not his Hellenistic histories) and Plutarch's Lives (taking them as a subgenre of historiography). We have substantial portions of Polybios, Diodoros of Sicily, Dionysios of Halikarnassos, Appian, Cassius Dio and Herodian. I will stop in the early third century as by then we are on the threshold of Byzantine historiography. 16 Long fragments of others survive (though little by comparison to their original length), for example Ktesias, Berossos, Manetho and Nicholas of Damascus. The Oxyrhynchos Historian survives via a papyrus, so independently of the Byzantine tradition.
17 How can our survey of Byzantine historiography account for the survival of these authors and the loss of perhaps hundreds of others?
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One answer for most of them is staring right at us. Polybios, Dionysios, Plutarch's Roman Lives, Appian, Dio and Herodian were preserved because they offered information about key periods of ancient Roman history. We have to stress again that the Byzantines were Romans and interested in their national past. But in the Eastern empire few had Latin before 600 AD and almost no one afterwards, so this history had to be preserved in Greek. In some cases the partial survival of these authors can be attributed to more specific aspects of the Byzantine historical outlook. It may not be by chance that only the first half of Dionysios survives, namely the books that cover Roman prehistory and the early Republic as opposed to his coverage of the middle Republic (his Roman Antiquities reached to the outbreak of the First Punic War in 20 books; we have all of the first ten, most of 11, so down to 443 BC, and only meagre fragments of the rest). Those first ten books are found by themselves already in manuscripts from the tenth and 11th centuries, which 18 I omit works in the Bible, such as the summary of Iason of Kyrene's five-book history of the Maccabees (i.e., 2 Maccabees), the Gospels and Acts, which could be (and were) regarded as historical, because their survival needs little explanation (though they challenge our notions both of 'Greek' and 'historiography'); cf. G.E. Sterling, Historiography and Self-Definition: Josephos, Luke-Acts and Apologetic Historiography (Leiden 1992).
means that this process of selection was already underway. 19 Jumping over the middle Republic, again, just as do Byzantine chronicles, we find that the best-preserved parts of Appian and Dio are their coverage of the civil wars and the rise of Augustus and the monarchy. 20 Appian's Civil War is found separately in some of our manuscripts, but the earliest date to the 15th century, so we do not know when this part of the text was first separated from the rest. Dio's Roman History reached from Aeneas to the third century AD in 80 books. Again, we find that the best preserved of those, almost intact, cover the period of the civil wars of the late Republic and the first decades of the empire. The earliest manuscripts which contain this sequence of books (with slightly variable starting and ending points) date to the ninth or tenth century, suggesting an early selection (yet copies of the entire work were apparently available in the 12th century, as we will see).
The Byzantines were interested in Roman civil wars, being themselves addicted to them, specifically at the origin of the monarchy in which they were living. They always wanted to understand why they were living under an emperor. The foreign wars of the Republic interested them less, which explains the selective survival of Appian and Dio. In fact, an original argument about the sequence of events that destroyed the free Republic and created the monarchy was made by Ioannes Lydos in the sixth century, and his argument on behalf of Republican 'liberty' casts a shadow over the imperial state of his time. But Lydos, a professor of Latin, had access to many Latin sources. 21 Later Byzantines had to rely on Greek sources, which are our focus. A forthcoming study proposes that Nikephoros Bryennios' account of the civil wars of the 1070s draws on precisely these Greek histories of civil war in ancient Rome.
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The fate of Dio's Roman History nicely illustrates this thesis regarding the survival of the Greek historians of Rome. Among the versions in which it survives is the long epitome of many of its books made by a certain Ioannes Xiphilinos in the 1070s. When he reached the 'constitutional settlement' of 27 BC, he interjected the following in his own voice:
I will now recount each event to the degree that it is necessary, especially from this point on, because our own lives and politeuma depend fully on what happened at that time. I say this now no longer as Dio ... who lived under the emperors Severus and Alexander, but as Ioannes Xiphilinos, the nephew of the Ioannes the patriarch, who am composing this epitome of the many books of Dio under the emperor Michael Doukas. 23 Zonaras' coverage of Roman history also relies to a substantial degree on Dio, being in many sections a paraphrasis of the Roman History. Zonaras also makes it clear that he regards the transformations in the Roman regime as determinative of political reality in his own time, 24 and he focuses extensively on the late Republic. Dio was apparently a widely read author in the 11th and 12th centuries, being cited also by Kekaumenos, the author of a book of maxims (he calls him 'Dio the Roman' and the words that he cites do not appear in any of the fragments that we have, suggesting that he had access to a fuller text). Polybios' account of the expansion of the Roman Republic was used as a foil by two Byzantine historians to describe later imperial declines, by Zosimos in ca. 500 ('Polybios' is his first word) and Attaleiates in 1078 (using him implicitly). Both included extended comparisons between the wicked Roman present in which they lived and the virtuous age of the Republic described by Polybios. 26 Polybios, along with a minority of Plutarch's Roman Lives, seem to have been the Byzantines' main source for the wars and heroes of the middle Republic, and that is why they are also our main source for them. Roman history was used by Byzantine writers not only in contrast to imperial decline in the present but also, when the empire was expanding, as a panegyrical comparison. Dionysios' Roman Antiquities is cited many times by Leon the Deacon, who wrote classicizing accounts of the triumphal reigns of Nikephoros II Phokas (963-969) and Ioannes Tzimiskes (969-976), and his panegyrical source for Tzimiskes' 971 Balkan campaign modelled its description of the intervention of St Theodoros in battle on ancient accounts of the ride of the Dioscuri at Lake Regillus; it also modelled its account of Tzimiskes' triumph in Constantinople on the triumph in Rome of Camillus as described in Plutarch's Life. 27 Emperors and generals were compared to Scipio, Fabius and other Roman heroes throughout the Byzantine period. In short, the Byzantines preserved the Greek histories of Rome because they wanted to know about their own past and to find templates and models by which to frame their own successes and failures.
A word on Plutarch. Although we do not yet have a study of his reception in Byzantium, his survival was due to a combination of factors that went beyond the historical and included his philosophical, ethical and encyclopaedic merits as well as literary style. These aspects are praised in the long essay on him by the 14th-century statesman Theodoros Metochites, who presents Plutarch as an ideal sage. 28 When Ioannes Mauropous prayed, in the 11th century, that Christ spare Plato and Plutarch because their spirits had such affinity with divine law, he was not thinking of Plutarch as a biographer. 29 His Lives were not exclusively Roman, of course, and they may well have been read in the spirit in which they were written, as didactic character-studies. But inferences can be made about the interest that was taken in the Roman ones which may have contributed to their survival. Of the 25 extant Roman Lives, two are of the founder-kings of Rome, three of statesmen of the early Republic, five of the middle Republic, 13 of the late Republic and two of emperors. A Scipio Africanus has been lost along with Lives of the emperors from Augustus to Vitellius (only Galba and Otho survive). 30 The balance again favours the origins of Rome, the crisis of the later Republic and the first emperors. The Lives, whether of monarchs or Republican leaders, had a competitive advantage in the Byzantine context over general histories, which was that they could serve as models for the genre of imperial biography, and it has been proposed that some of them did just that. 31 Put differently, Plutarch's Lives were the only models that the Byzantines had for writing biographies of important Romans and may have provided templates for the elusive genre of 'secular hagiography'. 32 We have seen that the Camillus was used as a model for Tzimiskes' triumph in 971, not only the writing of it but the staging itself of the triumph. 33 But my theory cannot explain the loss of most of Plutarch's imperial lives.
Let us turn to other historians. Diodoros of Sicily's Historical Library, especially its earlier books, was useful for a different purpose: as a 'universal history' it loosely coordinated accounts of the mythistorical origins of the peoples of the ancient world. It contained important material for a project that was crucial to Byzantine chronographers and Christian apologists, but Diodoros presented that material at greater length than they wanted to reproduce in their own works. The Library was originally in 40 books, though only 15 of them survive in full: 1-5 (prehistory) and 11-20 (a general coordinating Mediterranean history of ca. 500-300 AD). Interestingly, these two clusters survived in separate manuscript traditions attested as early as the tenth century, unlike books 21-40, covering the Hellenistic period, which are entirely lost except for fragments. A complete manuscript of Diodoros was seen in the palace library in 1453. 34 Still, his earlier sections survive because their diffusion was likely more widespread compared to that of the later ones, and this, I will argue, was partly due to the Byzantines' lack of interest in the Hellenistic period. Moreover, in his preface Diodoros consolidated arguments for the importance of history, a repository useful to Byzantine authors who wanted to preface their own narratives with such programmatic claims. 35 Incidentally, it is precisely because they contributed to the project of coordinating the chronologies of 'barbarian' traditions that passages of Berossos and Manetho were preserved, albeit indirectly, through Judeo-Christian authors who wanted to challenge the claims of both Babylonians and Egyptians. It seems that pagan writers paid those authors little attention. One historian, however, who did preserve fragments of those two authors was Josephos, whose apologetic aims ran parallel to those of later Christians (and Byzantines). This is no small debt that we owe to the latter, then: Manetho's organization of Egyptian history into dynasties 'has formed the cornerstone of the historical study of Egypt to the present day'. 36 A similar concern explains the survival in full of most works by Josephos. He too seems to have been ignored by his co-religionists in antiquity and by all non-Christian authors. 37 He owes his survival solely to Christian historical apologetics because he defended Jewish antiquities, i.e. the Old Testament, against the claims of rival peoples, especially Greeks and Egyptians, and wrote 77 an account of the war between the Romans and Jews that reinforced Byzantine views of those events, provided a historical background for the New Testament and fulfilled prophecies about the destruction of the Temple. According to the new dispensation, the Jews had to be displaced from Jerusalem and so from the stage of sacred history to make way for Christian Romans. What better than for this to be done by pagan Romans, who, the Byzantines knew with hindsight (though Josephos did not), would become the new bearers of God's Word? Josephos was the most highly regarded Jew in Byzantium, but only because he was perceived to have moved away from Judaism and embraced a Scriptural-Hellenic standard with which many Byzantines identified. 'Philo and Josephos', wrote Metochites, 'became more famous than any other Jews from time immemorial for having acquired Greek wisdom in addition to their ancestral beliefs'. 38 In sum, both Manetho and Josephos survive because they served the needs of early Byzantine apologetics.
It is also not surprising that the Byzantines kept histories of Alexander the Great (in Plutarch, Diodoros and Arrian, the latter as much a model of style as a historical source). Although they had little interest in either Greek or Hellenistic history, Alexander was an object of fascination at Rome and among all cultures who were touched by him, and beyond. There was in Byzantium a developed 'vernacular' tradition that complemented the many versions of the Alexander Romance in circulation. 39 Alexander was a folkloric and not only historical figure. This leaves the three 'Classical' historians: Herodotos, Thucydides and Xenophon. Why did they survive and why in their entirety? I will examine each in turn, but first want to mention a factor which qualifies my thesis that it was the Byzantines who defined the corpus of Greek historiography. These historians had attained canonical status as authors already in antiquity for their style, innovative forms, philosophical orientation and importance for understanding a period of Greek history that had, by the early Roman empire at the latest, come to be recognized as 'Classical'. 40 Fifth-century Greece became a point of reference for comparison and allusion, and an organizing principle for the markers of élite education. It was not so much the history itself that mattered as the common reference and the models it offered for imitation. The historians and many of the poets offered crucial access to it. Their views and style provoked debate in the Roman period among theorists engaged precisely in the project of adapting the Classical past for present use. 41 In his polemical work on How History Should Be Written, Lucian reveals that it was Herodotos and Thuydides whom aspiring historians were trying to imitate, and he himself could only recommend a more faithful and substantive imitation of them. 42 These authors had become 'canonical' in antiquity itself and their heroes and narratives had to be known by anyone who considered himself educated. This was not true of, say, Hekataios, Hellanikos, Ephoros or Theopompos. This continued in Byzantium. To give a minor example, in the late 12th century, Michael Choniates, bishop of Athens, referred in a letter to 'the plague that fell on Attica, having its origin in Ethiopia -you know the one, for how not? Surely you have it by heart'. 43 It would have been vulgar to name it. To Photios, it was ludicrous for a historian to claim that he rivalled Herodotos or Thucydides, but one could boast of having surpassed Hellanikos or Philistos. 44 The former were not just historians but literary standards. Their works survived independently of the Byzantines' historical interests. But I propose that the Byzantines were drawn to them for historical reasons too, especially Herodotos. For Christian and Byzantine readers, Herodotos documented the rise of Cyrus and the Persian empire, the stage for so much of the Old Testament, as well as the culture of Egypt before the Persian conquest. He could be read as a historian of the Near East at a critical moment in sacred history, a secular complement to Scripture. The chronicle of Georgios Monachos, for instance, moves from the kings of Jerusalem to those of Persia, whom he takes in order (including 'Darius the Mede' from Esther) down to Alexander, who is then followed only by Antiochos IV Epiphanes and his son, and then by Caesar and Augustus. 45 He was not following Herodotos here but mostly the Bible and Josephos, and was more religiously oriented than any other Byzantine historian, but he shows how the second half of the first millennium BC might have appeared to a Byzantine. In his summary of Herodotos in the Bibliotheke, Photios focuses exclusively on the succession of Persian kings, including their usurpations, as if Herodotos had written a Persika. 46 This reading does contain a kernel of truth: the backbone of the Histories (including the ethnographic logoi) is the sequence of the Persian kings and their conquests.
Photios found Eastern kingdoms more interesting than the Greek states. It has been proposed that, as a Christian Roman, he 'was interested mainly in the succession of empires in the east (Persia, Macedonia, and Rome)'. 47 Even when he is summarizing early Byzantine historians (Prokopios and Theophylaktos), Photios focuses on their coverage of the wars with Persia, sometimes exclusively so. 48 It is worth saying a few words about the Bibliotheke because we will return to it when we identify stages in the loss of ancient texts. There was a personal reason why Photios was interested in Persia, beyond its importance for the Byzantine conception of sacred history. He begins his preface by alluding to an embassy to the 'Assyrians' (i.e. the Caliphate) to which he had been posted. 49 It is possible that 'Persia' was on his mind for that reason and stayed there after what he saw there (if he actually went). This might explain his bias in favour of Persian material. It is to this also that we owe his long abridgment of the Persika and Indika of Ktesias of Knidos (fragments of which survive in Diodoros, Plutarch and Athenaios). 50 We must remember that the survival of some authors or passages was due to idiosyncratic interests and not always to cultural trends (just as their loss sometimes confounds expectations, for example Plutarch's Lives of the first Caesars).
Likewise, in his review of Arrian's lost Parthika (cod. 58), a work narrating Rome's wars against the Parthians, Photios dwells entirely on the origins of the Parthians, revealing the same eastern bias as in his summary of Herodotos. And while he had all of Appian's Roman History (57), Photios' summary focuses exclusively on the foundations of Rome, the kings and then on the civil wars, mirroring the general Byzantine bias in the preservation of Roman histories and the composition of new ones. Here a specific scholar's preferences tally exactly (but independently) with the state of an author's preservation, strengthening the argument for deliberate choices.
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As for Thucydides, the Byzantines had no interest in the Greek city-states or the Peloponnesian War. That is not why he survived. Rather, in addition to the reasons given above, he had become, already in antiquity, a model of elevated Attic style, which many Byzantines imitated. He was also a model for writing a kind of history focused on military and political affairs, studiously impersonal and neutral, and severe in presenting facts and verdicts. What he actually wrote about was less important. Like many ancient historians, Byzantine historians wrote narratives as trained rhetoricians. It was the tradition of rhetorical treatises and exercises, including progymnasmata and ekphraseis, that trained them to write complex prose histories. They practised with speeches for different occasions, character-studies (ethopoieiai), and detailed and vivid descriptions of objects and events (ekphraseis). 51 These rhetorical trial-runs and mock pieces borrowed many of their themes from history. 'It is generally accepted that ancient historiography is in some sense rhetorical; what is interesting here is that ancient rhetoric turns out to be so historical. History was at the center of a young man's training ... one could not learn how to argue without learning how to argue about history'. 52 Libanios' first ekphrasis, in his collection of exercises, is a land battle. 53 Whereas modern readers of Thucydides are ready to see him as a pioneer analyst, Byzantine readers saw his History as a set of templates for speeches, battles, sieges, plagues and political revolutions. Even the Melian Dialogue found at least one later imitator. 54 In fact, an obstacle that the modern study of the Byzantine historians faced was the suspicion that their accounts of sieges and plagues were copied verbatim from Classical authors, especially Thucydides, and so did not reflect contemporary reality. That accusation has been shown to be misleading. 55 It has recently been pointed out, however, that we have no direct imitations of these Thucydidean setpieces between the later seventh and early 14th century, though many both before and after. At any rate, Thucydides always remained a linguistic and stylistic model. 56 He was a textbook of sorts, yet not due to interest in the Peloponnesian War.
We come, finally, to Xenophon. What we would like to account for is not just the survival of his historical works but of his entire corpus, something that happened with extremely few ancient writers. In antiquity itself, Byzantium and early modern times, Xenophon was considered one of the best writers, not only for the clarity of his prose but the depth of his philosophical, political and ethical reflections. In this respect, his survival paralleled that of Plutarch. Byzantines of all periods expressed their admiration for him and some took knowledge of his historical works for granted in addressing their readers. 57 An original poem that was written to accompany an edition of the Education of Cyrus and the Anabasis, that was given to Leon VI, begins as follows: 80 Nothing is as pleasant as an ancient text oozing with Attic eloquence, especially if it lucidly shows the truth and depicts the state of affairs; then it teaches the wise and renders them even wiser so that they know what to do in life. For it provides courage and readiness for action, procures the most accurate insights and renders the young more mature and aged through its lessons in ancient lore. Speak up, Xenophon, in support of what I am saying! 58 This nicely encapsulates the reasons for Xenophon's survival. He was esteemed as an author, not just a historian. Unlike most of the other historians, he wrote in many genres. His works were often placed together in manuscripts, indicating that they were prized more for being his than as histories. 59 We do not yet have studies of his reception in Byzantium, but I will offer remarks that may explain the interest in his historical works specifically.
The Education of Cyrus is, of course, about the founder of the Persian empire, a topic of great importance in the Byzantine scheme, and was used as such, 60 while the Anabasis is both about a later phase in the Persian empire's history and also about territories that would become the eastern borderlands of the Byzantine empire (though I have not yet found a Byzantine author who uses it for that reason). The beginning of the Anabasis is also a story of palace intrigue and provincial rebellion, a story close to the Byzantines' own experiences. Niketas Choniates began his history of the Komnenoi by evoking the opening scenes of the Anabasis, and his story was accordingly one of intrigue and rebellion. 61 The Education of Cyrus, conversely, could be read as a panegyrical biography of a great king and general, and so offered inspiration for similar accounts of Byzantine emperors, or at least some flattering comparisons. 62 As for the Hellenika, it is a patent continuation of Thucydides, and was perhaps preserved as such (the Byzantines liked historical 'continuations', and produced many themselves).
By what point had the Byzantine 'canon' of ancient historiography come into being? We can discern it already in Prokopios, who was widely read later. It is apparent from the first words of his Wars that he took Herodotos and Thucydides as his main models. In addition, one key passage has been shown to be modelled directly on Xenophon's Hellenika (albeit without attribution, so that we would never know it if the latter had not survived). 63 Let us consider the authors whom Prokopios uses in the preface to the Buildings, a panegyric of Justinian laced with ambiguous references. The only text he cites by name is Xenophon's Education of Cyrus, while his comparison of Justinian to 'Themistokles, son of Neokles' alludes to Plutarch's Themistokles. 64 Moreover, Prokopios lifts arguments in favour of history from Diodoros and the preface of his Buildings responds to Dionysios' Roman Antiquities. 65 We can then conclude that this set of authors constituted a kind of canon already in the sixth century, but this hardly means that others had ceased to be available or were not also used in the same way: how would we recognize their influence, given that they are lost to us? We will have to find other ways to gauge when texts were lost. But there were patterns in this loss that can help us understand the overall process.
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One obvious pattern is the almost total loss of Hellenistic historiography, both that produced during the Hellenistic age and that which later recounted its history. Polybios is not really an exception, for he was preserved as a historian of the rise of Rome. Byzantium is often presented as an outgrowth of 'Hellenistic' culture, but this is misleading, in part because the Byzantines had no interest in Hellenistic history, politics or philosophy. They preserved from this period only a few poems that had little to do with history and some texts about episodes in sacred history. Even the Souda, which contains more information about Greek history than do Byzantine chroniclesits aim was to help explain references in literature, not teach history, and it was based more on scholia and lexika than narrative texts -contains few Hellenistic entries. 66 Yet, judging from Jacoby, the Hellenistic output accounted for the bulk of Greek historiography. It is likely that the appeal of these works had declined already in the imperial period, as their style was condemned by the Atticists and the triumph of Rome had made their protagonists irrelevant, except locally. We will see below how and when possible survivers were allowed to lapse during the middle Byzantine period.
Another pattern is the almost complete loss of local historiography and antiquarianism. Not one of hundreds of such works has survived (unless we count Pausanias), though fragments were preserved as scholia, in quotations or in encyclopaedic works such as the Souda. This collapse probably occurred in the Byzantine period and not in antiquity, for in late antiquity the patria tradition was still quite strong, drawing on ancient works, though little of it survives either. 67 This loss may be blamed on the political and ideological dominance of Constantinople over every other place in the empire, 68 the concentration of most intellectual activity there, and in the fairly unified and homogeneous identity of the population of the empire. It would not be until the later Byzantine period that literary regionalism re-emerged. Moreover, local historiography is likely to have been primarily of local interest and so preserved in many cities in the East, most of which were lost in the seventh century. We should not discount the role of chance in loss or survival. But do we have data from which to reconstruct the broad trends that were culturally determined?
One might look in Jacoby for the last attestation of now-lost authors, but that would be inconclusive. Just as there is no reason to think that an author was lost soon after his last attestation, so too his last attestation may be a second-hand (or worse) reference culled from an earlier text. This is especially true of the Souda, many of whose entries were copied from late antique prosopographies, based in turn on ancient works, and the transmission of this information had little to do with whether the author in question survived. 69 One might alternatively consider the manuscript tradition of extant authors, which does provide some indications. We noted cases where specific parts of some historians seem to have been circulating independently since the tenth century, though this cannot by itself tell us when the rest was lost or when those sections began to be copied separately. But the majority of manuscripts were copied in the 14th and 15th centuries, whereas we will see that the corpus was in place before that, so we cannot reconstruct patterns of loss from them. Moreover, they cannot tell us anything about lost authors, by definition. 70 and Days of Hesychios the Illoustrios of Miletos', GRBS 45 (2005) 381-403. 70 For lack of space and expertise, I will not discuss the evidence of papyri. My impression is that not enough lost historians are attested papyrologically to constitute a database by which changes over time can be tracked with statistical significance. Papyri tend to favour historians who were also Classical authors, so perhaps they can tell us little about patterns of loss in the Roman period.
There are, however, two other indexes of survival and selection in the middle period, though neither necessarily gives us a comprehensive picture. These are Photios' Bibliotheke and the monumental Excerpta commissioned by Konstantinos VII Porphyrogennetos in the tenth century. I will consider each in turn, and compare their evidence. Photios reviews 22 histories written before the mid third century, whose full versions he had (with one exception). Six survive in full: Josephos' Jewish War and Jewish Antiquities (codd. 47 (213); and Memnon's History of Herakleia (224) (of which Photios had only books 9-16). Moreover, in his review of Theopompos, Photios reveals that he also had Ephoros and Douris of Samos, so the total rises to 24, of which 14 are today lost. Photios does not review Thucydides or Xenophon, because they were too well known (but it is certain that he knew them), or Polybios, though he almost certainly knew him too. 71 In sum, Photios seems to have had about 30 ancient histories of which about half are lost today. It is unlikely that these 30 represent the sum total of the ancient historians extant in his day, even in Constantinople, but we cannot guess what fraction of that total he chose (or was able) to review.
The Excerpta offer a different index. 72 The scholars who performed this massive exercise in verbatim cut-and-paste, which is itself mostly lost, had access to the complete texts of the following histories (and chose to use them over other available options): Herodotos, Thucydides, Xenophon's The Education of Cyrus and Anabasis, Polybios, Diodoros, Dionysios and Nicholas of Damascus' Autobiography, Histories and Life of Augustus, Josephos, Arrian (all but the Parthika), Appian and Dio. This list is a closer match to what survives. What we have of Greek historiography is basically what the excerptors used plus three (Xenophon's Hellenika, Herodian, Plutarch), minus two (Nicholas of Damascus, the lost works of Arrian). This selection was, of course, precisely designed to project the court's view of history. It is also important, having mentioned the demise of the Excerpta, to emphasize that these historians, excepting some fragments, do not survive through the tradition of the Excerpta nor because the scholars behind it used them over than others. It is possible that this imperial endorsement of these historians did stimulate more general interest in them, but we have no proof of that. It is as likely that these historians were chosen by the court scholars because they were already generally accepted in learned circles. In this sense, the Excerpta is a true index: it reflects what was being read and preserved in Byzantine circles, and we can compare its selection to what has (independently) survived: the match is very good.
The data from Photios reveal that, from many dozens of potentially available histories, his readings were already limited to a selection whose overlap with our own (50%) is statistically significant. The subsequent loss of some of the works he read can, moreover, be explained on the same grounds that we have postulated so far. Whatever was useful in the chronographies of Julius Africanus, Kephalion and Phlegon had probably already been absorbed into Byzantine chronography. 73 In his review of Diodoros, Photios even notes that he is more analytical than Kephalion in the sections where they overlap. Perhaps this was why only Diodoros was preserved among the non-Christian authors of world chronicles. On the other hand, some scholars assume that more condensed versions had better chances of surviving, so we should not press this criterion too far. 74 From Photios' hostile report, we can also infer that Justus Tiberius did not present a view of Jewish history that met Byzantine expectations. Photios notes that he was an enemy of Josephos and did not mention Jesus, i.e. he did not benefit from a forged 'Testimonium'. Here we see directly how Byzantine bias created preferences between historians of the same topic. (It is possible, however, that Photios had only Justus' Jewish chronography, whose useful information would have also been absorbed by Christian works.) 75 The loss of Theopompos, Ephoros, Douris, Agatharchides, Memnon and Arrian's Events after Alexander and Bithyniaka, which Photios had, reflects the general Byzantine lack of interest in the city-states, Hellenistic era and local antiquarianism. In his review of Theopompos, Photios notes that the first three authors were inferior to Herodotos and Thucydides, i.e. they offered less in style to compensate for their uninteresting contents. Why then do we have books 11-20 of Diodoros and not Ephoros? The answer is probably that Diodoros, anticipating Christian chronography, tried to coordinate the different national histories chronologically whereas Ephoros seems to have treated them separately. 76 Photios also delivers a negative verdict on the style of Amyntianos' Alexander; he was, then, unlikely to compete with Arrian or Plutarch.
Still, Photios seems to have had more works available to him than did the excerptors, and there were probably still more available that he does not review. There are two factors that can explain this lack of correspondence. One is that they were engaged in different projects. Photios was reviewing texts that he suspected his own readers might find interesting, regardless of whether he liked those texts, whereas the compilers were creating 'official' anthologies of historical and moral data, so their choices were more likely to reflect Byzantine preferences. They did not go for oddities or texts that duplicated the contents of other texts. If we correct for this, their choices converge even more (considering always the vast extent of historiography that they did not use or did not have). The second factor is the transliteration of books into the new minuscule script, 77 a process that was under way in Photios' time but less so in that of the excerptors. It is possible that Photios was reading some of these books in majuscule and that some never made it through the bottle-neck of transliteration, for the reasons suggested above. It is here that authors who were otherwise well known in antiquity were lost, such as Theopompos and Ephoros. They did not make the cut when intellectuals of the ninth-and tenth-century empire decided what was worth keeping. In this connection, it may be significant that Photios is our last reliable contemporary witness to most of the now-lost works that he describes (the Souda is later but, as noted above, does not establish the survival of ancient literature to its time). In other words, the difference between what we have and what Photios had reflects the pruning of the remaining corpus of historiography in the century after the Bibliotheke.
To paraphrase, by way of conclusion, the question of Plato's Euthyphron, did Classical historiography survive through Byzantium because it was classical or is it classical because it survived through Byzantium? Our analysis supports a mixed conclusion. Some historians, especially Thucydides and Xenophon, were canonical already in antiquity. The Byzantines inherited the system of Classical paideia and continued to recognize them, but had little interest in the history 84 of the Greek city-states as such. Moreover, many Hellenistic and local histories were certainly lost before the foundation of Constantinople and much might have been lost in the Arab conquests. But the majority of what survives can be attributed to specifically Byzantine patterns of interest in particular periods of Persian, Roman and sacred history. We are the heirs and captives of the Byzantines' choices about what to copy and what not. Most of the extant historians survived not because of their style but their subject-matter, which reflected a distinctively Byzantine view of the past. Put differently, if modern scholars could choose 15 ancient Greek historians, their list would probably not overlap greatly with the one we have today.
